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1. Introduction. Let G be a groupoid [2] and consider a congruence relation

a on G such that the factor groupoid G ¡o modulo o has a given type ÍF where ^

is commutativity or idempotency or both. Then a is called a congruence of type

3" or ^congruence. It is known that the set of all «^congruences on G has a

smallesti1) element o0 with respect to the inclusion relation, that is, o*0 Ç cr for

all ^congruences o on G. The smallest semilattice-congruence on semigroups

was obtained by several people: by Clifford [15], McLean [16], by Kimura

and the author [8], by Yamada [14] and recently, Petrich [6]. The general or

abstract treatment was seen in the papers [4], [9] and [12]. After all, we can say

that for any groupoid G and for any type ^"expressed by implication condition

or identity condition, the set of all ^congruences on G has a smallest element.

Clifford and Preston interpreted these facts in [3] using the principle of the maximal

homomorphic image.

The proof of the existence of the smallest congruence of type 2f~, or generally,

of the smallest congruence of type &~ including a given relation p is very easy,

for we can see that the intersection of congruences of type ^"including p is also

a congruence of &~ including p. However, there is a problem asking how to

construct the smallest congruence oQ by expanding p instead of considering the

intersection of all congruences of ^"including p. To do this, we introduce semi-

closure operations on the system of relations in §2. Especially if we provide the

semi-closure operations with the condition "join-conservativeness," the pro-

cedure will be more convenient in the series of applications of the operations

(§5). It is interesting that, with semi-closure operations, we can generalize the

concept of systems of implications or identities to so large an extent that the

concept of basic types can be introduced (§4). The argument in §2 and §5 will be

effective on any complete lattice, not necessarily only the lattice of relations.

The theory of operations on binary relations can be applied to many kinds of

algebraic systems and probably other fields (§6). The operations on relations

was already tried by the author in [12] and by Preston in a somewhat different
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(0 An element a of a partially ordered set E is called "smallest" if a ^ x for all x e E.

Then a smallest element a is unique. A "smallest" element is equivalent to a "unique minimal"

element. (See p. 7 in [1].)
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problem [7], but this paper simplifies, resystematizes and also generalizes the

theory in [12].

A shorter version of this paper has already been published, without proof,

in [13]. A few notations used in [13] are modified in this paper.

2. Semi-closure operations. Let E be a nonempty set. A binary relation p on

E is defined to be a subset of the product set Ex E. Let ^ be a complete lattice

composed of binary relations with respect to the usual inclusion relation £ .

Let g&o denote the complete lattice of all binary relations, together with the

empty relation, on E. 39 is a subset of 3S0 and a lattice with the same inclusion

as in 38o- F°r an arbitrary subset sa = {px;a.eF} of 39, the join (or union) and

meet (or intersection) are denoted by

\Jpx   or    \Jpx   or   3(jî/)    or    \J{px;aer},

O*   or    p| p.   or   äRCs/)   or   P|{p«;aer},
x e r a

respectively. Consider an unary operation P, that is, a mapping of 39 into itself:

p -» pP. The inclusion relation with respect to the operations is defined as follows:

(2.1) P z% g if and only if pP S pQ for all pe 39.

Hence P = g if and only if P ^ g and g = P, i.e., pP = pg for all peJ. Ac-

cordingly, the join and meet of a set {P4 ; ¿; e H} are defined as follows :

(2.2)        fi(\Jpt) = Uppf    p(Qpt)=Qpp<-

We consider the empty operation ■, that is, the operation which maps all rela-

tions belonging to 39 to the empty relation [J:pm = □ for all pe38.

A multiplication of operations P and g is defined by

(2.3) Pg:p(Pg) = ipP)Q-

Following Birkoff and Ore [1], [5], we give the following definitions:

(2.4.1) P is called isotonic if p s <r implies pP ^erP.

(2.4.2) P is called extensive if p Ç pP for all peâS.

(2.4.3) P is called idempotent if P2 = P.

Definition. An isotonic, extensive operation is called a semi-closure opera-

tion, and an idempotent semi-closure operation is called a closure operation.

The set of all semi-closure operations on 3$ is denoted by ty. Immediately

from the definition we have :

Lemma 2.1. ty is a complete lattice with respect to (2.1) or (2.2), and at

the same time is a partially ordered semigroup with respect to (2.3) and (2.1).
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Proof. We can prove the following : If each P4 is isotonic, then both {JçPç

and P)?P^ are isotonic; if P4 is extensive, then both {JtP$ and Q^PÇ are extensive;

if P and Q are isotonic, then PQ is isotonic; if P and Q axe extensive, then PQ

is extensive. Clearly, P^Q implies UP ^ UQ for all U e<B; and if P ^ Q, then

PU = OU by isotonicity. The greatest element of ty is P0, pP0 = co, (co is the

greatest element of &), for all peäS; the smallest element of ^3 is Py, pPy = p

for all pea?.

A relation p is called P-closed if pP — p.

Lemma 2.2. Let {P(;Çe E} be a set of semi-closure operations on £%. A re-

lation p is P ¡¡-closed for all S,eE if and only if p is ([Jç eSP¿)-closed.

Proof.   If p is P^-cIosed for all £ e E, by the definition,

Conversely, if p is ((J^P^-closed,

p ç pPi £ p I [J Pi I  = por pP¿ = p for all ¿f e 5.

Semi-closure operations can be defined in any complete lattice in the same

way, and all the discussions so far are effective to any case. Since ty is a complete

lattice, the mapping P -> PQ, for a fixed Q e Sß, is a semi-closure operation on

<B. If PQ = P, P is called ß-closed.

Easily we can prove

Lemma 2.3. If P is Q-closed, then P^Q. If P^Q and P is a closure

operation, then P is Q-closed.

Proof.    For  the  first  part  of the  lemma,  P = PQ 2: ß ; for  the  second,

P = P2^PQ^P; q.e.d.

For a subset {P^;£,e E} of ^3 and for any relation pea?, define

(2.5) ¡Mp = {oe@; o^p, oP4 = o for all £e3}.

Lemma 2.4.    The following three statements are equivalent:

(2.6.1) pH = W(@P).
(2.6.2) H is the smallest P^-closed semi-closure operation for all ^eS.

(2.6.3) H is the smallest closure operation such that H ^.Pçfor all ÇeE.

Proof. We may show (2.6.1) => (2.6.2), and (2.6.1)^(2.6.3). Because of the

uniqueness of the smallest closure operation, the converses are obvious. Suppose

H is defined by (2.6.1). We shall prove (2.6.1) =>(2.6.2). H is isotonic: if pySp2,

then ¿MP2^&p¡, and so p¡H ^ p2H. Extensiveness is clear. We prove that H

is P-closed. Since pH £ ex for all oeâSp,
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pHP( ç crPí = o- for all a e 39 ß

and so pHPi g pH, while pH ç pHP?, and hence HP^ = H.To show that H

is the smallest, let K be any semi-closure operation such that KPi = K for all %.

This means

pK e 39p and hence pH ^ pK or HfLK.

Thus (2.6.2) has been proved. For the proof of (2.6.3) we show H2 = //. Since

HPç = H, we see

pHe39pH = {o;o^.pH, aP4 = er}

whence ipH)H Ç pi/, i.e., H2 z%, H. It is obvious that// is the smallest closure

operation including P^ for all ¿j £ S, q.e.d.

H is called the closure operation generated by {Ps ; e; e 3} and denoted by

H = {Pc;tie S}#; if {P{;¿;e 5} consists of P alone, it is denoted by H = P*.

Lemma 2.4 shows

{J»e;{eS}*   =  C\{Qe^;QPt = Ôfor allies}
(2.7)

=   P| {Ôe*; g2 = Q, Q^Pç for all ieS}.

Lemma  2.5.    The mapping P-+P* is a closure operation on ^ß, that is,

(2.8) iP*f  = P#.

Proof. Since P# is clearly the smallest closure operation containing P*.

It is immediate from (2.6.3) that (P#)# = P*.

Theorem 2.1.   H = {P^eH}# = (U^)# = (LMf )*

Proof.   By   Lemmas   2.2,   2.4   or   (2.7),   we   have  {P(;Ç e Z}# = ({J^f.

Since Pf  rs(lJep<)* for all ¿;eS, IJjPf  -g (|J4PC)# and hence

(v?)* s (y--.)" - H*
by Lemma 2.5. The inequality in the other direction is easily obtained, q.e.d.

Thus if P is a semi-closure operation, pP* is the smallest P-closed relation

including p.

Let

39P* = {PP*;pe39}.

Then

(2.9) 39P*= {pe39;pP# = p} = {pe3S;PP = p}.

Remark. So far we have dealt with the semi-closure operations on any 39,

but the treatment of the operations on the set 390 of all binary relations is of
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important significance. Such a special treatment does not lose generality; the

reason will be clarified in the next section.

3. Operations on subsets. Let My and M2 be two complete lattices in which

the meet ordering in M{ are respectively symbolized by

n«. ^.- ('=i>2)-
My is called order-invariant in M2 if the following two conditions are satisfied

(3.1) 0ty is a subset of M2.

(3.2) If p, o e 'My, then p s y a if and only if p s 2 a.

a?! is called meet-invariant in M2 if (3-2) of the above two is replaced by (3.3)

below :

(3.3) If pje*!, ieS, then   fJ!P4= f|2p4.
« î

Obviously (3.3) implies (3.2). If Stx is order-invariant or meet-invariant in M2,

we will use the symbol S or Ç\ in ¡fay instead of £¡ or 0( respectively, (i = 1,2).

Let ^B¡ be the complete lattice of all semi-closure operations on M\ (i = 1,2),

and tya1 the set of all semi-closure operations Q on M2 such that 88yQ ejíl,.

iPüj, is a partially ordered semigroup (Lemma 2.1).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that ¡My is order-invariant in M2. Then the restric-

tion of any Q in tym¡ to My is a semi-closure operation on My, and any semi-

closure operation on My is obtained in this manner. ^¡¡Si contains a lattice tyl

(not necessarily a sublattice ofty2) which is the homomorphic image oftymi as

partially ordered semigroups and which is isomorphic onto ^ßy as lattices and

as partially ordered semigroups.

Proof. Let ße^ß^,. The restriction of Q to My is denoted by Qlt namely

ffôi = °~Q for all oeMy.

(3.2) assures that Qyetyy; also the conditions (3.2) and MyQ £ My enable

us to prove:

(3.4) ß = R in ^ implies Qy ̂  Ry in <BX.

(3.5) (QR)y      =     QyRy.

Let Pe^3i. For P, we define P* on M2 as follows:

f]y{pP;cTÇ=peMy} if {PeMy;o-<=p} # D,
-{(3.6) o-P*

co2 otherwise,
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where eo2 is the greatest element of 392. It can be shown without difficulty that

P* ety2. If a e 39 y, then <rP £ pP for all p such that a £ pe39y, this means that

oe39y implies oP* = exP, 39\P* S ^ ; that is, P* e ^ and

(3.7) (P*), = P.

Thus we have proved that the mapping g -> gx is the homomorphism of "iß^,

onto ^! as partially ordered semigroups.

Let Wy = {P*;Pe^ßy}. If P, R in Sßy and P^#, the definition (3.6) and

(3.2) immediately give crP* = aR* for all oe392, or P* = R* in $i. Conversely

if P* g R* in gîi, then, particularly for cr e 39y, oP* £ cri?*, namely P = R

in ^Pí; hence

(3.8) P = R in «ß, if and only if P* g R* in $',.

Furthermore, by (3.7) and the homomorphism g -> gt, we have

(P*g*).  = (P*).^*), = Pg,

(3-9) p*Q*    _,    (pg)*.

Thus (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) show that the mapping P->P* is the isomorphism

of tyy onto ^Pi not only as partially ordered semigroups but also as lattices.

We have the series of homomorphisms : S$mi -> ^Bx -» s]3i, accordingly ^3^ is

homomorphic onto ^3i. The homomorphism ^Pád^^Pí is explicitly expressed

by the mapping g-»g' as follows: For ßeißj,,

( C]y{pQ;cJSpe^y}    if {pe39y;o^p}±U,
(3.10)       erg' =        "

I co2 otherwise.

The proof of the theorem is finished.

Additionally, we easily have

Corollary.   If 39y is meet-invariant in 392, then ty'y is meet-invariant in <i$2.

4.   Types of relations.    Recall that 390 denotes the complete lattice of all

binary relations on a set E.

A subset &~ of 390 is called a type of relations on E if and only if

(4.1) eoe^, where eo is the greatest element of 390.

For convenience we shall call it "a type of relations on £" or "a type on £"

and if E is fixed, we may call it simply "a type." An element of ^"is called a "re-

lation of type ST."

A type on E is called a basic type on E if and only if

(4.2) y is a complete lattice in 390- {D}-
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In other words, a basic type on £ is a subset of M0 satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). In

these conditions, (4.2) can be replaced by:

(4.2') For any subset {px;aeA} of 3~, Q #  Q pxeST.
a eA

Also (4.1) can be replaced by:

(4.1') For any peM0 there is a a ersuch that pEc.

After all {(4.1) and (4.2)} *t {(4.1) and (4.2')} <± {(4.1') and (4.2')}.

Clearly the set of all types on £ is a complete sublattice of the power set of

Mo, but the set of all basic types is not. The following theorem is easily obtained.

Theorem 4.1. The intersection of arbitrary number of basic types is also

a basic type. Any type is a set-union of basic types.

The following theorem closely connects the concept of basic types with that

of closure operations; it is an application of the known result in [1], [5] to the

concept of basic types. For the reader's convenience, we give a brief proof.

Theorem 4.2. A type ^ on a set E is a basic type if and only if there is a

semi-closure operation P on M0 such that ^=M0 P#. There is a one-to-one

correspondence between all the closure operations P on M0 and all the basic

types ¿7p on E under the mapping P-*^,, ¿f~P = MQP, such that, for any

number of closure operations P% on M0,

(4.3) *o(np<) - n^v

Proof. For a semi-closure operation P on M0, a subset &~P of M0 is defined

to be

5p = {PeM0;pP = p}.

Then coe$~P, and if pxe¿TP, then (Ç\xpx)P = [~\xpxP; therefore ^ is a basic

type on £. By (2.9), &~P =^p#, from which we immediately have 3~P# = á?0P# .

Also we see that if P* = Q*   then TP =SrQ.

Conversely, let ^ be a basic type on £. An operation P on M0 is defined as

follows :

pP = fl{cre^;pEo-}.

Then it can be shown that P is a closure operation on M0 and^"= M0P. (4.3)

is immediately obtained from the definition of the meet of operations, q. e. d.

The smallest relation of type 3~ containing peM0, if it exists, is called the

relation of type 3" generated by p. It always exists if & is a basic type.

Let {P^eE} be a family of semi-closure operations on M0. A relation p

will be said to be of type A?^? if it is P^-closed for every e; in S, and of type
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Ví-P{ if it is P^-closed for some ¿; in H. The set of all relations p of type /\4PS

is a basic type because of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. On the other hand, the set of all

relations of type Ví-P« 's not necessarily a basic type; to distinguish it we call

it a join-type.

Theorem 4.3. Let p be any relation belonging to 390 and let {P^cjeS}

be a system of semi-closure operations on 390. There exists a unique relation

er of type /\$Pç generated by p, and a = pH, H given in Lemma 2.4.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, or The-

orem 2.1.

Theorem 4.4. f/"|s| > 1, then there exists a relation a of type Ví^í £en~

erated by a given relation p if and only ifpP' is of type \fcPc where P'= PliP/-

// it exists, o = pP'.

Proof. Suppose o is of join-type \J¡P$, |S| > 1, generated by p. Then er

is PÇo-closed for some i0eE. Then, since each pP* is of type \/sP{,

pPf0 <= er £ pP* for all £ e S,

whence we have o = pPf0 = p C\¡P* •

Conversely, suppose cr = p(p|4P*) is of type V«-°i. Let n be any relation of

type  Ví*°í containing p, that is, nPft = n for some ¿Ji e 3. Then we get

n = nPt 3 pPt 2 p p P* =*■

Thus we have proved that cr is the relation of type \J(Pt generated by p.

So far we have considered types of relations on E for fixed E. Now we can

generalize this concept to the case of collections of Ex. q. e. d.

Let S be a collection of sets Ek, X e A : © = {E2 ; X e A}.

A type ¡F of relations on S is defined to be a collection of types 3~x of relations

on Ex:

■r={^;AeA}.

For a set of types ^"(?) on <3, the meet and join are defined as follows:

if¿r<«={^>; AeA}, ¿jeS,

H ̂ (i)= {fK/^eAJ,   Li ̂ »= {U ̂»îAeAJ.

The set of all types on S is a complete lattice ; a basic type on S is also defined

to be the collection of basic types on Ex. All the statements with respect to the

types on E can be redescribed as those with respect to S.

The types induced by implications or identities are regarded as the types on S.

For example, if S is the collection of all semigroups, then the concept of types
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of congruence relations on 3 is connected with the concept of the so-called "type

of semigroups," something like commutative semigroups,cancellative semigroups,

etc.

5. Join-conservativeness. In this section we return to the discussion on the

basic types AfP«« If the additional condition, join-conservativeness, is provided,

the closure operation {P( ; £ e E} * can be given in a more convenient, simple,

explicit form.

A subset sé of a complete lattice M is called a directed subset of M if, for any

p,aesé, there is a zesé such that pUnÇt. An operation P is called join-

conservative if, for any directed subset sé of M,

(5.1) [3(^)]P = 3(séP) where séP = {PP;pesé}.

Lemma  5.1.   If each P? is join-conservative, U^es^ is join-conservative.

Proof.   Let {px;a e A} be a directed subset of M.

flkl (U p.) = U ilk pe s U \Upa] = UfO-Pil = ULU4
LaJXí / sLaJ í     L a J a    L   í J a   L        « J

Lemma 5.2. If P and Q are isotonic and join-conservative, then PQ is join-

conservative.

Proof. Let [p„;a e A} be a directed subset. Then {pxP;a e A} is also directed,

since if px u pß £ py for some y, paP u pßP ç (pa u p^)P s p^p. Therefore,

[ y p«]pq = {[u^]p)ö s [uo>.p)]e s y o^e.

Thus the set of all isotonic join-conservative operations on M is a semigroup

with respect to the multiplication (2.3). If P is isotonic and join-conservative,

then (5.1) is equivalent to

(5.2) [3(j*)]P = 3(j/P).

We remark that we can define join-conservative operations on $B in the same

way; and if P is a join-conservative operation on M, then it is also a join-con-

servative operation on *ß in the sense that ß-»-ßP, ße^ß.

Theorem 5.1. Let {P^;£,eE} be a set of join-conservative semi-closure oper-

ations. Then the closure operation generated by this set is expressed in the

union of all the products of finite number of P^s:

(5.3) {P4;£eE}# = U   P"¿...P£
Ç,n,k

where the products run through all {Çu•••,£»), all (n„-,%),^eS, n¡ positive

integers, k = 1,2, •••.
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Proof. Let P = {Jç,n,kPVi"pTk- By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.1, P is a join-conserv-

ative semi-closure operation. First we shall prove that P is P^-closed. Since the

set of all the forms P"l ■•• P|* is a directed subset of S]S, we get

púpp,= lu li-mVi-upv.-ptpap-
LS.n.k J ¡,,n,k

Therefore, PPi = P for all £e 3. Next, to show that P is smallest, let P' be any

P^-closed semi-closure operation for all £eS: P'P^ = P'. Then

p"l        p«fc <*  p'pni        p"fc _  p'

and so

p= IJp^; .^ = P'.
í,n,k

By Lemma 2.4, we have proved P = {Pt;i;e 3}# .

Theorem 5.2. f/S is finite, namely, if Py,---,Pn are join-conservative semi-

closure operations, then for every permutation (¿i, ••-,»„) of the letters I,•••,»,

CO

(5.4) {P»;i=l,2,-,ii}# =   U-A-V-
m = l

Proof. We use the result of Theorem 5.1. Let PSj be one of Pt, •••,PB. Since

Pj;...P£ = (P,,...PJ-»»»(P., ...PJ*-(Pl( ...pj"»+~+*  we have

00

{P,;l-1.•»,»}*- U PJi-PSTa   U (l,i,-i,J"á{P,;i-l.-,n}#
£,n,fc m = l

whence we get (5.4).

Lemma 5.3.

(i)   Let A be a semi-closure operation and B be a closure operation. Then

(i„) AB = ABA implies BAS AB,

(i,,) BA S AB if and only if AB = BAB.
(ii)   Let A and B be closure operations.  Then BA _^ AB if and only  if

AB = ABA = BAB.

(iii) Let   A   and  B  be  semi-closure  operations.   Then  AB  =   ABA  and

BA = BAB imply AB = BA.

Proof.   (i„) BA z% ABA «= AB.

(i6)   Assume BAz%AB. Since B is idempotent,

AB = BAB z% iAB)B = AB2 = AB

and hence

AB = BAB.

The converse is obvious.
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(ii)   By (i,,), BA ̂  AB implies AB = BAB. Since A is idempotent, BA g AB

implies ABA g AB; at once we have AB = ABA. The converse is clear,

(iii)   BA = ABA = AB, AB ̂  BAB = BA.

Theorem 5.3. Let {P¡; i = 1, ••-,«} be a set of a finite number of join-con-

servative closure operations. If P¡P¡ = PyPjPi for all i, j, i^j, then

(5.5) {P;;i = l,-,n}# = Py -Pn = Pti -P,n, ij7H„j¿l

where (¿i,•■•,»„) is any permutation of I,••-,».

Proof.    By Theorem 5.2,
00

{P,;i = l,-,n}# = U(P/.-Pi.)"
m = l

On the other hand, by the assumption and by Lemma 5.3

PiPj^PjPi, for all i, j, i¥=j, and P2=P¡ for all i

and

(Pii...pinr = Pn...pl  for all m.

Thus we have proved (5.5).

6. Applications. First we introduce an important concept of generalized impli-

cations from which semi-closure operations are derived. A function / on a non-

empty set £ is a mapping which associates with each ordered system (xy,---,x„)

of elements of £ a single element f(xy,---,xn) of £. For convenience, / is con-

sidered as a function defined on the product set £" = £ x ••• x £, that is

/0F)e£,     % = (xy,-,xn)eE\

Consider another mapping II which associates with each p of M a subset pTl

(possibly empty) of £":p5>pIT such that II is isotonic and join-conservative,

i.e.,

(6.1) p^a implies pu S oTI.

(6.2) If {p.} is directed, (\Jp\ S IJ (pAT)

where [J of the right side denotes the usual union. IT is called a range-mapping

of M into £".

If functions h and k on E" and a range-mapping IT of M into £" are given, a

condition on relations is associated with them as follows:

(6.3) SC e Tip implies h(SC)pk(S£).

A condition of this kind is called a "generalized implication," and it is denoted
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by ÜTl;h,k)). From a generalized implication ((II;h,k)), a semi-closure opera-

tion P is derived as follows:

pP  =  pUTp

where rp = {(h(3£), £(£)); â" e pu}, and tp = D if pH = D» By (6.1) and (6.2),

we can see that P is a join-conservative semi-closure operation. P is called the

semi-closure operation derived from ((II ; h, k)). Clearly pP = p iff p satisfies the

condition ((Iï;n,fc)). More generally, suppose a system of generalized implica-

tions

{iiïlx;hx,kx)); a e A}

are given and let Px be the semi-closure operation derived from ((Jlx;hx,kx))

where Tlx is a range-mapping of 39 into £"~, 1 ^ na < oo. Then p satisfies

((n^n^fcj) for all ae A iff p is (UaeAPa)-closed, that is p is of type A^aP«-

The important examples of generalized implications are given as follows :

Suppose we are given two systems of functions, {/.;^eE} and {g,*;¿jeS}

where the index sets are the same. For these sets, a range-mapping, denoted by

n(/isg4), is defined by

(6.4) plT(ft, g¿ = {3?e En;f¿2C)pg¿%) for all £ e 3}.

Obviously, U(f,g¿) satisfies (6.1) and (6.2). A condition of this form

((Tl(f(,g¡.);h,k)) is called an implication condition or implication which is also

denoted by

(6.5) ffpgf (for all ¿j 6 3) =>hpk.

As the second example, n0 is defined as follows:

(6.6) pU0 = E" for all pe 39.

The generalized implication with the range-mapping (6.6) is called identity con-

dition or identity, which means

(6.7) h(9£)pk(d£) for all 3£eE".

In particular if every element of 39 is reflexive, then identities are regarded as the

special case of implications; and the case where h, k,ft and gt are given by words

is familiar to us if £ is a groupoid.

Examples.

(6.8) Equivalence: xpx; xpy=>ypx; xpy, ypz=>xpz.

(6.9) Compatible: xpy=>zxpzy; upv^uwpvw.

(6.10) Associative: (xy)zpx(yz).

(6.11) Congruence: (6.8), (6.9).
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(6.12) Let G be a groupoid and p be a congruence such that G/p is cancellative :

xzpyz=>xpy, wupwv=> upv besides (6.11).

(6.13) The factor groupoid G\p is a semilattice: xpx2,yzpzy besides (6.10),

(6.11).

(6.14) G/p is weakly reductive [3]: The system of xa^pyas and a^xpa^y for all

a(eG imply xpy.

(6.15) G/p has at most one idempotent element: xpx2 and ypy2 imply xpy.

Let S be a set in which binary operations 9x,aeA, axe defined. Then S is

called an algebraic system. We know many examples of implications or identities

in algebraic systems: for example, distributivity with respect to rings, modularity

with respect to lattices, etc.

We give a few examples of the applications of §5. First we define several opera-

tions on M0.

(6.16.1) Reflexive operation R: pR = put (t equality relation).

(6.16.2) Symmetric operation S: pS = pup(—1), p( — l) = {(x,y);(y,x)ep}.

(6.16.3) pT2 = p u p2, p2 = {(a,b);(a,x) e p ,(x,b) e p for some xeE}.
CO

(6.16.4) Transitive operation T: T=  T2 = (JTJ.
¡ = i

If £ is a groupoid,

165) pCr = pu {(ax,bx);xeG, (a,b)ep),

pC¡ = p (J {(xa,xb); xeG, (a,b)ep}.

(6.16.6) Compatible operation C: C = {Cr,C,}*= U(crQ)i= U(cicr)'-
i=l ¡=1

(6.16.7) Equivalence operation ß:ß= {R,S,T}* = RST = SRT = STR.

(6.16.8) Congruence operation N: N = {R,S,C,T}* =RSCT=RCST.

The operations R and S axe already closure operations. The forms of Tand C

are obtained by Theorem 5.2; ß and N axe done by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 by

being aware of the fact that(2)

RS = SR, RT= TR, STS = TST = ST,

RC = CR, SC = CS, CTC = TCT = CT.

If £ is a semigroup, C = CrCt = C¡Cr, C2= Cr, C2 = C,.

(2) The structure of the semigroup generated by R, S, T and one generated by R, S, T, C

was reported briefly in [13] but the detailed argument will be published elsewhere.
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Theorem 5.2 can be stated in most applicable form:

Corollary 6.1. Let P be a semi-closure operation derived from a basic

type. The relation a of "type P" generated by p is given by

CO

(6.17) a = pW,    W = (J (PN)1, N = RSCT.
> = i

Especially if P is derived from a system of identities,

(6.18) W = PN.

Proof. The former half of the corollary is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 5.2. The latter half is obtained as the special case of the former since

identities are preserved by any homomorphism, that is, PNP = PN and hence

(PN)' = PN for all i. q.e.d.

For example, to find the smallest commutative-congruence on a given groupoid

£, we may apply the operations to t, the equality relation, that is, the congruence

generated by the relation

{{xy,yx);x,yeE}

gives the desired one.

To find a maximal homomorphic image of type given by system of a finite

number of identities, we can find a maximal homomorphic image of the type

given by each identity successively in any order (Theorem 5.3).

Corollary 6.2. Let S be an algebraic system and suppose that a system

of implications

(6.19) fin**gtp,tieA,=>h{ = k(,ÇeE

is given. Then the set of congruences p such that S/p satisfies (6.19) has a smal-

lest^) element.

Proof. Let Pt be the semiclosure operation derived from the condition (6.19)

and let P = Ui^> iet l De the equality relation on S. By Corollary 6.1, the

smallest congruence on S is given by

CO

i{PNf = i (J {PN)'.
i = i

Corollary 6.3. If S is an algebraic system, then the set of equivalences on S

all of whose equivalence classes are subalgebraic-systems of S has a smallest

element.

Proof. A relation p is an equivalence relation such that each equivalence

class is a subalgebraic-system if and only if (6.8) and

(3) See footnote 1.
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(6.20) xpy => xpxy.

Let P be the semi-closure operation derived from (6.20). Then t(Pg)# , g given

in (6.16.7), is the desired one.

Corollary 6.4. There is a smallest compatible quasi-ordering containing

a given relation.

We shall show more examples of basic types and join-types.

In (6.5), h, k, f( and g? may be given in a mixed form using both mappings

and words. For example:

(6.21) Let ep be a fixed mapping of a groupoid G into itself.

ep(x)xypy,       (yx)eb(x)py.

Let P( be a fixed semi-closure operation on 390. Instead of (6.4), consider

pnyift,gi) = {^eEn;f^)ipPf)g^) for all c;eS}.

As a slight generalization of implications, we have the condition

AipPJgi (for all ¿:eS)=>np/c.

For example :

(6.22) Let p be a congruence on a semigroup, pP be the congruence of type

{xy = yx} generated by p. Consider

xpPxypPy =>xypyx.

If this is applied to groups G, p is the congruence on G such that the commutator

subgroup of G is abelian. Similarly we have an example:

(6.23) A congruence p on a group G such that the kth commutator subgroup

of Gjp is abelian.

Of course Theorem 2.2 can be applied to each of the above examples. Further

we add more :

Let p be a congruence on a groupoid G. The following two conditions respecting

p give basic types.

(6.24) G/p is a group such that the order of every nonidentity element of Gjp

is a divisor of a fixed n.

(6.25) The congruence class containing a fixed element a of G is a right identity

in G\p : xapx, a being a constant element.

On the other hand none of the following conditions is a basic type, but they are

join-types.
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(6.26) G\p has a right identity.

(6.27) G/p is a group.

(6.28) Under the restriction of G to groups, G/p is a solvable group. This is a

type joining the forms (6.22).

Finally, the author expresses his thanks to the editor and the referee for their

kind advice on the publication of this paper, and also to Professor Clifford for

his personal letter informing me of his useful suggestions.

Added Note. After writing this paper, I read Hammer's unpublished paper,

Extended topology: structure of isotonic functions, in which he studies isotonic

functions from the standpoint of topology, and his terminology "enlarging" and

"expansive" are the same as my "extensive" and "semi-closure," respectively.
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